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Cambridge Evolution
History lays the groundwork for a discreetly Modern addition to a Greek Revival classic
written by maria karagianis • photographed by eric roth
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W
the addition has an exterior spiral
staircase that connects the new
second-story terrace and master suite
above the stucco-clad music room to the
ground-level terrace. The ﬂat roof and
squared-off lines of the new space mesh
beautifully with the gabled 1845 house.

illa Chamberlain of Cambridge, Massachusetts, qualiﬁes as
a warrior, not a wimp, when it comes to taking on ambitious
architectural projects.
In 2000, when she and her husband purchased their circa
1845 Greek Revival-style house near Harvard Square, “there
were trees growing into the front roof and trees that had fallen onto the music room
in the back, and the greenhouse was broken,” says Chamberlain. “But it was very
New England, very romantic.”
In the last 13 years, the historic property, which began life as a simple saltbox
on a street once called Windmill Lane that winds down to the Charles River, has
undergone three major renovation projects. A few blocks off Brattle Street, the
house seems to have evolved organically and holistically from its birth as a simple New England wood-framed house to its current splendor as a Greek Revival
grande dame set into a magniﬁcent garden in the middle of the city. Once you are
behind the brick wall and hedge of hinoki cypresses, which the owners planted to
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form

before the addition, the music room, circa 1920s, and a second ﬂoor add-on set the tone for architect
David Hacin’s ﬂat-roof design. “I like our projects to have a good ﬂow that is ideally circular (eliminating
dead ends),” says Hacin. As the elevation (below left) and ﬂoor plan (below right) show, “The rooms
and spaces ﬂow into one another and generally have more than one access point.”
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separate the front of the house from the sidewalk, you feel as if you are in another, more
magical country.
The ﬁrst project restored the living
room, library, dining room, and kitchen, as
well as other core parts of the 14-room house.
A few years later, they tackled the restoration of the music room, a single-story 1920s
addition to the back of the house with elegant
French doors that open to the garden and the
adjacent greenhouse, which was also brought
back to life — along with its cherished collection of antique camellias (“The Darling of

the Greenhouse,” Design New England, January/February 2007). The most recent project,
arguably the most interesting, given the age
and history of the property, is a second-ﬂoor
deck and master suite built over the music
room.
“We were having dinner together one
night about three years ago, in their wonderful dining room with murals painted all over
the walls,” says architect David Hacin, president of Hacin + Associates Inc. in Boston and
a friend of the owners, “and they said they
wanted to show me something on the second
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So closely captures the beauty of wood,
you may be tempted to polish it.
Introducing Zuri Premium Decking. Like a beautifully crafted piece of ﬁne furniture, Zuri is designed for
people with a discerning eye for exquisite detail. No other engineered product comes close to capturing
the authentic colors and natural grain textures of exotic timber. And because Zuri is so easy to maintain, it
always attracts attention, but never demands it. So gather ‘round. Because the closer you look, the better it
looks. To learn more about Zuri Premium Decking, visit zuri.royalbuildingproducts.com. Or call 800.368.3117.

With five timber varieties, it’s easy to create a deck that sets your home apart.

Beautifully. Done.
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ﬂoor. We climbed out of the window and stood on
the roof of the music room. They said they wanted
to build something there. It was a spectacular
vantage point — an oasis, really. They said they
wanted a beautiful deck in the sky.”

They also needed a proper master suite.
“Our bedroom was a sleeping porch,” says Chamberlain. “Our bathroom was makeshift, and our
study only ﬁt books. We had focused on the ﬁve
bedrooms needed for the children. Dessert came
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the master bedroom (above left) is
a modern light- and sun-ﬁlled space
connected to the deck. One of two
identical closets (above right), this
one the wife’s, leads into her side of
the master bathroom.
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the luxurious marble shower
(above left) is accessible from both
the his and her bathrooms. Planters
ﬁlled with ﬂowering annuals line the
rooftop terrace (above right), where
a retractable awning provides shade.

last. We conjured a nest that was beautiful yet
up-to-date, cozy yet streamlined, intricate but
uncluttered. And David was our answer. The
‘deck in the sky’ takes the original Georgian style
to new heights.”

“Pella provides a great customer experience
for the builder and homeowner.”

The design and building process took two
years. “There was a lot of prior work before we
struck ground. We ordered everything,” says
Chamberlain. “David is all about the details.”
With contractor F.H. Perry Builder of Hopkin-
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ton, Massachusetts, on the job, she adds,
“they started on time and ﬁnished on time. It
was the best experience possible. It was really
awesome. Fun.”
“The shape and design of the addition,”
says Hacin, “was intended to integrate with
the music room but not overwhelm either it
or the main house. The original music room
addition was clad in a fairly unadorned stucco
ﬁnish and attached to the clapboard main
house. Our design intended to weave those
two materials together, reﬁne the detailing
of the stucco and clapboards, and blend contemporary and traditional design inﬂuences
that would reveal the aggregated quality of
the house over time.”
Today, the beautiful deck they envisioned
overlooks a swimming pool, an ancient tree
canopy that provides privacy, and a beautiful
historic garden designed by Fletcher Steele,
the famous American landscape architect of
the 1920s and 1930s. It adjoins an up-to-date
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willa chamberlain emerges
from the new back entry (facing
page), part of Hacin’s renovation.
Inside the modern door, a
mudroom (far right) leads to the
music room. Off the mudroom is
the impeccably restored butler’s
pantry (near right), which
doubles as a potting room for the
garden and greenhouse and as a
service space when Chamberlain
and her husband entertain in the
music room.

master suite with a study, giant closets, and his-andher bathrooms connected by a luxurious marble steam
shower.
Inside, the addition is modern, sleek, and lightﬁlled, yet outside it is difficult to see where old ends
and new begins. The historic nature of the house is
undisturbed by Hacin’s design, architecture that could

be described as evolution, rather than revolution.
“It was a challenge. How could we honor the past
yet provide the amenities of modern life and the freshness my clients desired?” Hacin asks. Ultimately, it
was the eclectic history and culture of the house that
inspired him and his clients “to honor the past yet create the present and future.”
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for more details, see resources

modern spaces for modern ideals.
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In collaboration with our clients, we create spaces that are
designed to be true to their style and stand the test of time.
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